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This study is part of a group thesis which was done 11 
by Martha Hefler, Leola Waters, Kitty Smith and Bernice 
Spainhour. 
The vocabulary study was done by Smith and 
Spainhour who analyzed fifty first grade supplementary books 
and fifty first grade basal readers. 
Hefler and Waters built the picture test from the 
words and gave the test in their respective communities. 
Their results are under separate covers. 
Copies of the test were sent to Smith and 
Spainhour who tested first graders in their respective 
communities. 
Smith's results will appear under a separate cover. 
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CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 
This study is an attempt to determine the speciric 
experiences needed by children in the first grade for beginning 
reading. 
It is generally agreed that children make more rapid 
progress and build better reading habits ir they are provided 
in the beginning with interesting material which contains a 
desirable minimum or vocabulary dirriculties. Rockett and 
Neeler...l believe that 11 Inv0stigators and teachers should know 
the exact burden of the various primers in common use." 
RudisillY feels that "the selection should be based on those 
, pre-primers with vocabularies high percentages of which are 
used in the first primer to be read. 11 
Numerous studies have been made on the content and 
the vocabulary count of children's books in the primary grades., 
Pioneer in this field was Thorndike,~ who published a list of 
?:} Rockett, J .A. and Neeley, D.P., "Comparison or the 
Vocabularies of Thirty-Three Primers." Elementary School 
Journal 37:190-202; December 1936. 
Rudisill, M., "Selection of Pre-primers and Primers--A 
Vocabulary Analysis." Elementary School Journal 38:683-93; 
May 1938. 
Thorndike, E.L., A Teacher's Work 
of Publication, Teachers College; 
1931. 
Book, New York; Bureau 
rroillmbia University, 
II 
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20,000 words taken from children's literature, textbooks, 
newspapers, magazines, classics and the Bible. These words 
were classified according to frequency. 
Gates!/ formulated a list of 4,300 words which he 
selected on the basis of frequency of occurance in primary 
literature and in the speaking vocabularies of children. 
The Kindergarten Union lis~ which is made up of 
2,500 words taken from a combination list of 7,000 different 
words is based on studies of actual spoken vocabularies of 
pre-school children. 
On the pre-primer level, Selke.:2/ was one of the first 
to make a vocabulary study. In 1922 he analyzed twelve be-
ginning readers and revealed a tabulation of 1,636 different 
words occurring in only one book. Of the twelve books only 
38 words were common to all. 
Gates, A. I., A Reading Vocabulare For ~Primary Grades. 
Revised and Enlarged. New York: olumbia Teachers 
College. Bureau of Publication, 1935. 
International Kindergarten Union List. Child Study 
Committee. A Study of the Vocabulary of Children Before 
Entering the-First Grade:- Baltimore: The Union 1928. 
36 pp. -
Selke, E. and Selke, G.A., "A Study of the Vocabularies 
of Beginning Books in Twelve Reading Methods: Elementary 
School Journal, 22:745-49, June 1922. 
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A later study by Selke!/ revealed a reduction in 
vocabulary in the twelve books analyzed. 
Grossg/ made a similar study on the pre-primer level 
in 1934 in which he analyzed the vocabularies of ten pre-
primers published from 1927 and later, Her tabulation re-
vealed that the basic vocabulary of the readers studied in-
cluded 8,831 words, Of these 393 were different and 238 
appeared four or more times, 
In 1931 HarringJ/ examined fifteen pre-primers and 
found a total of 1,260 different words. Of this number 124 
words occurred only once and 538 words occurred in only one 
of these books, 
A study regarding the vocabulary burden of thirty-
three primers published between 1923 and 1935 inclusive was 
made by Hockett and Neeley,~ who found a total of 1,713 
different words. Of these 681 appeared in only one book and 
,, 
:t--
Selke, Erich, "A comparative Study of the Vocabulary of 
Twelve Beginning Books In Reading. 11 Journal of Educational 
Research 22:369-74; December 1930. --
Gross, A. E., "Pre-primer Vocabulary Study. 11 Elementary 
School Journal 35:48-56, September 1934. 
Harring, Sidney, 11What Primer Shall I Use Next?" 
Elementary School Journal 32:207-13; November 1931. 
Hockett, J .A., and Neeley, D.P., "Comparison of the 
Vocabularies of Thirty-Three Primers, 11 Elementary School 
Journal, 37:190-202; December 1936. 
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1 only 2,5 words were common to all 33 books. 
Hayward and Ordway1/ in 1937 conducted a similar 
study involving fifteen pre-primers. A total of 350 different 
words were found, which is 43 less than the number reported by 
Gross. 
In 1938 Curtis3/ analyzed twelve pre-primers and 
found a total of 11,914 words with only 241 different words. 
Rudisill~ made a comparison of the vocabularies of 
pre-primers and primers, and found that pre-primers varied in 
the number of different words presented from 36 to 249, while 
primers varied from 200 to 429 different words. 
Stone~ analyzed twenty pre-primers published for 
1931 to 1940 inclusive. He found the total number of different 
'; words to be 359. He also listed 100 words he thought to be 
! most important and concluded that three-fourths or 75 per 
cent of the words in the pre-primer should be included in 
this list. 
!y' Hayward, W. G., and Orday, N. M., "Vocabularies of Recently 
Published Pre-primers •11 Elementary School Journal 
37:608-17; April 1937. 
Curtis, H.A., "Wide Reading For Beginners." Journal of 
Educational Research 32:255-62; December 1938. 
Rudisill, M., 11Selection of Pre-primers and Primers--A 
Vocabulary Analysis." Elementary School Journal 
38:683-93; May 1938 
Stone, C.R., Vocabularies of Twenty Pre-Primers." 
Elementary School Journal 41:423-29; February 1941. 
4. 
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Carson!/ made a similar study by analyzing eleven 
pre-primers and found that drill on a core vocabulary has 
value in primary reading, but there seems to be ground for 
doubting that it is of great value in the reading of a 
particular pre-primer. 
An important study of first readers was made by 
Packer,g/ who investigated ten first readers published before 
1918. His tabulation revealed 3,541 different words. From 
i this number 2,048 appeared four times or less with 2,565 
occurring less than ten times. 
Hockett and Neeley2f reported a similar study in 
1937 of twenty-eight first readers published from 1924 to 
1930 inclusive. The results Showed that almost 2,800 different 
words were used in first readers. 
Becidtf investigated a similaP study of e5_ght :first 
renders and found that a child reading these eight books would 
Carson, L. G., 11The Use of Pre-Primers; A Teacher's Point 
of View." Elementary School Journal 43:225-33, 
December 1942. 
Packer, J.L., "The Vocabularies of Ten First Readers." 
Twentieth Yearbook of The National Societl For the Study 
£!Education, Part-rr:--Bloomlngton, Ill nors.---
Hockett, J .A., and Neeley, N.G., "Vocabularies of Twenty-
Eight First Readers." Elementary School Journal 
37:344-52; January 1937. 
Beck, M. M., "Vocabularies of First Readers." 
Journal ~Education 6:224-27; January 1929. 
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meet 1,336 different w-:>rds of which 706 appeared in only one 
book and only 42 were common to the eight. 
In a later study Stone!/ analyzed 107 primary books 
and found only 1,147 different words. 
An investigation of ten textbooks used in the first 
eight grades was made by Starch.g/ His study showed that the 
contents of the lower grade readers was quite d-ifferent from 
that of the upper grade books. Aside from poetry the three 
leading classes in the first grade were "animals i"'boys and 
girls" and "folklore." He contends that "there is very little 
. :: 
uniformity among the different readers in the amount of space 
devoted to a given subject. 
Recent years have witnessed marked changes in primary 
readers. One of the most striking developments has been the 
increase use of illustrations. In some of the most recent 
books pictures comprise one of the chief features. 
Goodykoont~ says 11pre-primer picture books develop 
Stone, C .R., 11 A Vocabulary Based on One Hundred Seven 
Primary Grade Books." Elementary School Journal 
42:452-55; February 1942. 
Starch, Daniel, "The Content of Readers. 11 Report of the 
Societys' Committee on Silent Reading, Twentieth 
Yearbook of the National Soc ietJufor the Study of Education. 
Part II. liToomington, Illiilois bTic-school Publishing 
Company, 1924. 
Goodykoontz, Bess. 11The Relation of Pictures to Reading 
Comprehension." Elementary English Review 13:125-130; 
April 1936. 
6 • 
a background of experience that ensures reading readiness and 
eagerness to read. 11 She further states that 11pic tures are 
said to enrich experience, supply visual imagery, contribute 
to the text, ensure meaningful reading and add to understand-
ing and pleasure." 
Miller!/ made a study of primary readers to determine 
, the comprehension of reading material with or without pictures.' 
The data secured showed that the use of illustrations may not 
be necessary in order to teach children to comprehend the 
material in the basal reader. 
Educators are now concerned with enriching the while 
school program for the development of the young child. 
One of the most important means of seeking curriculum 
enrichment Caswe11Y states is "the elimination from reading 
material of content unrelated to children's experiences. 
BruecherJ/ feels that the purpose of the curriculum 
is to provide a series of learning experiences that will 
, develop in the learner constantly enriched social insight and 
understanding." 
Miller, W.A., "Reading With or Without Pictures." 
Elementary School Journal 38: 676-82, May 1938. 
Caswell, H.L., The Nature and Significance of Curriculum 
Enrichment. Eighteenth Yearbook National Education 
Association. New York Teacher's College Columbia 
University. 
Bruecher, L. J ., "Does Our Present Curriculum Fit The 
Needs of the Elementary School? National Elementary 
Principal 20:162-74; April 1941. 
" 
Russell!/ believes that "the use of the basic reader 
will provide a complete organization of reading experiences." 
"If our objectives are to become the purpose of the 
learner," ParkerY states "real experiences must be provided." 
Hilliard and Troxelll/ in a study of the background 
of children reported that children with wider and richer back-
grounds have the stronger reading readiness and that they 
make more rapid progress in reading than those with meager 
backgrounds. 
A broad and rich background of experience is an im-
portant factor in learning to read and we as teachers states 
DeBoeraf must help the reader to build a rich and balanced 
background of information and ideas which will enable him to 
·· .cooc~~~· 
,, 
derive defensible standards of judgement. 
It is the purpose of this study to analyze the Basal 
textbooks of first grade readers for words that require real 
Russell, D.A., "Children Learn To Read" 
and Company, 1949. 
Boston: Ginn 
Parker, J .c., "Experiences To Meet Goals." Educational 
LeaderShip 6:199-203; June 1949. 
Hilliard, G. H., and Troxell, E., "Informational Back-
ground as a Factor in Reading Readiness and Reading 
Progress. "Elementary School Journal 38: 255-63; 
December 1937. 
DeBoer, J. J., "Cultivating Pow.r of Discrimination in 
Reading." School Review 57:28-38; January 1949. 
8. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to discover what back-
ground experiences are necessary for first grade children to 
insure success in the initial reading program. 
The vocabulary used for this study was derived from 
books which are used in the first grade of several large city 
school systems. 
The books were selected from eleven different pub-
lishing houses and the publishing dates range from the year 
1942 to 1950 inclusive. Fifty readers were used, and they 
were classified into pre-primers, primers and first readers 
level I. 
The following are the list of books with the 
publishers and level included: 
I. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts 
1. Reading For Meaning Series 
A. Tip - Pre-Primer I - 1949 
B. Tip and Mitten--Pre-Primer II - 1949 
C. The Big Show--Pre-Primer III - 1949 
D, With Jack and Janet--Primer I - 1949 
E. Up and Away--Primer II - 1949 
II, Silver Burdett Company, New York City, New York 
1. Basic Reading Program 
10. 
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A. Bill and Susan--Pre-Primer I - 1945 
B. Under the Tree--Pre-Primer II - 1945 
C. Through the Gate Primer - 1945 
D. Down the Road - First Reader - 1945 
III. Row Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois 
1. Reading Foundation Series 
A. Skip Along--Pre-Primer I - 1947 
B. Under the Sky - Pre-Primer II - 1947 
C. Open the Door--Pre-Primer III - 1947 
D. High On a Hill--Pre-Primer IV - 1947 
E. The WiShing Well - Paralled Primer - 1943 
F. The New Day in and Day Out Basic Primer -
1948 
G. The New Round About - F:!r st Reader - 1948 
H. Anything Can Happen - Paralle d First 
Reader - 1948 
IV. John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
1. Easy Growth In Reading Series 
A. Mac and Muff--Pre-Primer I - 1947 
B. The Twins - Tom and Don--Pre-Primer II -
1947 
c. Going to School--Pre-Primer III - 1947 
D. At Play--Primer I - 1947 
E. Fun in Story--Primer II - 1947 
F. I Know a Secret - First Reader - 1947 
11. 
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V. Ginn and Company 
1. Ginn Basic Readers 
A. My Little Red Story Book Pre-Primer I - 1948 
B. My Little Green Story Book Pre-Primer II -
1948 
C. My Little Blue Story Book Pre-Primer III -
1948 
D. My Little White House - Primer I - 1948 
E. On Cherry Street--First Reader - 1948 
VI. The American Book Company, Boston, Massachusetts 
1. Betts Basic Reader 
A. Ride Away--Pre-Primer I - 1948 
B. Time to Play--Pre-Primer II - 1948 
c. All in a Day--Pre-Primer III - 1948 
D. Up The Street and Down--Primer 
- 1949 
E. Around Green Hills--First Reader 
- 1948 
VII. D. C. Heath and Company, Boston, Massachusetts 
1. Reading for Interest 
A. My Little Lost Dog--Pre-Primer III - 1942 
B. A Home For Sandy--Primer I - 1948 
c. Rain and Shine--Primer II - 1948 
VIII. Scott, Foresman and Company, New York City, New 
York 
1. New Basic Readers 
A. We Look and See--Pre-Primer I - 1947 
B. We Look and Play--Pre-Primer II - 1947 
J: __ .,-,-__ -:;::--. __ ,. _____ _ 
II 
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C. We Come and Go--Pre-Primer III - 1947 
D. Fun With Dick and Jane--Primer - 1947 
E. Our New Friends--First Reader - 1947 
IX. Charles Scribners Sons, Boston, Massachusetts 
1. The Wonderworld of Science Series 
A. The Wonderworld Readiness--Primer - 1948 
B. The Wonderworld of Science--Book I - 1950 
X. Laidlaw Brothers, New York City, New York 
1. Laidlaw Basic Readers 
A. Up the Reading Road--Pre-Primer - 1947 
B. On the Way to Storyland--Primer - 1947 
c. Making Story Book Friends--First Reader -
1947 
2. The Rood to Health Series 
A. My First Health Book - 1950 
B. On the Way to Health - 1947 
XI. World Book Company, New York City, New York 
1. Up aniDown - Pre-Primer I - 1950 
2. Bing --Pre-Primer II - 1950 
13. 
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In selecting the vocabulary, the books were examined 
for words which a first grade pupil may not have experienced 
but should know. Cardboard sheets were made out for each 
alphabet and as each experience word appeared it was noted. 
A tabulation was made of the frequency with which the words 
were repeated in the fifty books. When the total list from 
all fifty books was completed, the words were checked against 
the Gates list. This alphabetized list with the frequency 
1 
tabulation was given to Misses Hefler and Waters who con-
structed the test, using the words which were found on the 
Gates list and appearing three times or more in first grade 
books. The words were then classified into experience fields 
and then sub-divided under the particular phase of the 
experience activity. 
In all 697 words were selected from the preceding 
books. Table I shows sn alphabetical list of those words 
and the number of times it appeared. 
II 
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Table I 
An Alphabetical List of Words Found In Fifty First Grade Basal 
Series And Its Frequency 
Vocabu- Fre- Vocabu- Fre- Vocabu- Fre-
larz guencz larz g,uenc;z larz guency 
about 10 bat 4 bus 3 
above ~ bath 3 bushy 3 across beach 1 afraid bear 8 cabbage 1 
after 6 beautiful 3 cake 10 
again 10 because 2 cage 3 
against 3 bee 3 calf 3 
air 2 began 3 calJa d 8 
airplane 23 behind 3 canals 1 
airport 3 bells 5 candles ~ all 7 bench 1 candy alone 3 best 12 cap 
along 3 between 3 captain 3 
almost 2 bicycle 2 car 7 
! already 1 big 20 care 5 
always 4 bill 3 carrots 3 
an 2 birds 12 carry 1 
animals 12 birthday 10 catch 6 
another 7 black 6 caught 1 
antlers 2 blackberries 1 cement 1 
any 2 blew 3 chair ll 
arms 3 blow 3 changed 1 
around 7 boat 20 cherry 1 
asked 10 boom 2 chewed 4 
asleep 6 bottom 3 chickens 3 
ate 14 bowl 3 chief 1 
autumn 
2t 
box 12 children 3 
away bread g chimney 1 breakfast chose 1 
babies 3 bridge ~ Christmas 5 back 3 bring church 2 
! bag 5 broke 3 circus 4 
i baked 3 broken 6 city 5 
ball 25 brook 4 clean 1 
balloons 6 brother 3 climb 8 
bang 6 brown 9 clock 1 
bank 3 brush 3 clothes 3 
barber 3 buds 1 clouds 3 
barked 3 build 3 clowns ~ barn 9 bullfrog 1 cluck 
barnyard 6 bump 8 coasting 2 
basket 6 bundle 4 coats 9 
,I 
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Table I (Continued) 
An Alphabetical List of Words Found In Fifty First Grade 
Basal Series And Its Frequency 
Vocabu- Fre- Vocabu- Fre- Vocabu- Fre-
lar;r guenc;r lar;r g,uenc;r lar;r guency 
cold 9 down 28 feet 3 
colds 1 drank 1 few 2 
,, color 7 dreamed 3 field 1 
I comb 3 dress 3 fill 1 
conductor 3 dried 1 find 4 
cook 2 drive 2 finders 1 
cookies 9 drop 3 fir~ 5 
coon 1 drum 7 fireflies 1 
corn 4 dry 2 fireplace 2 
cough 1 ducks 15 first 3 
count 2 dusk 1 fish 2 
' 
country 3 fishing 2 
cove'I'ed 1 early 3 fisherman 1 _; 5 ., cow earn 1 flag 2 
cowboy 1 earth 3 flew 5 
crack 1 Easter 1 flitting 1 
'I crash 3 east 2 float 3 
cream 3 eggs 7 floor 1 
creak 1 eight 1 flowers 7 
creep 3 elephant 2 fly 9 
crooked 1 end 1 followed 3 
cross 3 engine 3 food 5 
cro\V 3 enough 3 foot 2 
cup 3 evening 2 fox 2 
cupboard 1 ever 2 found 8 
curly 1 everything 2 fresh 2 
cut 1 everywhere 2 friend 4 
eyes 3 frighten 1 
danced 2 frisky ~ dark 3 faces 3 frog 
dear 1 fair 3 front 2 
deep 1 fairy 5 frost 2 
deer 1 fall 2 fruit 3 
d.i:!lighted 2 family ~ fun 10 dig 2 far funny 14 
dinner 10 farm 15 fur 1 
" 
dipper 1 farmer 2 
dish 1 fast 17 galloping 2 
dizzy 1 fat 5 game 4 
doctor 1 feather 3 far den 10 
doors 8 feed 5 gas 2 
II donkey 3 fence 3 gate 5 II gay 3 
I' 
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Table I (Continued) 
An Alphabetical List or Words Found In Firty First Grade 
Basal Series And Its Frequency 
Vocabu- Fre- Vocabu- Fre- Vocabu- Fre-
larz g,uencz larz !l.uencz larz 9.uencz 
geese 2 honk 3 learn 2 
i. gingerbread 1 hop 6 leaves 9 
glad 2 horns 4 lert 2 
glass 3 horse 5 leg 2 
goats 8 houseboat 1 letter 5 
gobble 3 housekeeper 1 lHt 2 
goes 1 house-shoes 1 light 7 
gold 2 hot 5 light 7 
gone 4 hug .s like 6 
goose 2 hump 1 listen 2 
grandrather .s hungry 8 little 17 
i grandmother h 
hurry 2 lives .s 
grass hurt 2 long 6 
gray lost 11 
ground ~ ice cream 1 lot 2 grow incubator 1 lovely 3 
guess 9 instead 1 lower 1 lunch 1 
hair 4 jack-in-the-
!'i halloween 3 box 1 made 1 i: 
" handkerchier 3 jack-o-lantern 1 make 6 
' 
happen 3 jingle 1 man 2 ,, 
i happy 13 joke 2 many .s 
harm 3 jump 2.5 march 
' 
hatch 1 just 3 may 
hawk 1 maybe 2 
hay 
' 
keep .s meat 2 
head kitchen 3 meet 2 
healthy 1 kite 3 mend 4 
hear .s kitten 23 mender 1 
heat 1 know 1' 
met 3 
heavy 1 knock mill 2 
hello 8 mine 2 
help 1.5 ladder 3 minute 2 
hen 6 lady 3 Miss 6 
here 22 lake 2 missed 2 
hide 9 lamp 3 mitten tt high 2 land 2 money 
hill 12 last 3 monkey 7 
il hold g late 1 moon .s 
il hole lay 
2 more 1 
home l.S lazy 2 morning 12 II honey 3 leaned 2 mosquitoes 2 I 
·I 
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Table I (Continued) 
An Alphabetical List of Words Found In Fifty First Grade 
Basal Series And Its Frequency 
Vocabu- Fre- Vocabu- Fre- Vocabu- Fre-
lary quency lary quency lary quency 
ring 2 shout 1 stick 4 
river 3 show 4 still 2 
road 5 shut 2 stone 2 
robin 3 sick 2 stood 2 
rock 2 side 2 stop 8 
roll 4 sing 2 store 6 
room 2 sit 3 story 4 
rooster 5 sh-y g stove 3 
roots 3 sled straight 2 
rope 3 sleep 7 strawberries 1 
sleeve 1 street 5 
sound 2 slow 2 string 2 
rub 1 sly 2 strong 2 
rubbers 2 smell 2 stunt 2 
smile 2 summer 3 
sack 3 snap 2 sun 6 
saddle 1 sneeze 2 sunlight 2 
safe 3 snow 12 sunshine 3 
sail 2 snow-ball 3 surp_rise 15 
sand 2 snow-man 2 sweater 2 
sandwiches 2 snow-suits 1 sweet 2 
Santa Claus 3 soap 3 swim 2 
Saturday 2 soft 2 
saw 2 soil 2 table 7 
scarecrow 2 soldier 4 tadpole 2 
scat 2 some 2 tag 1 
sea 2 someday 2 tail 7 
seasons 1 something 25 take 2 
seat 1 soon 6 tap 2 
seeds 3 sound 2 teeth 1 
sell 3 soup 3 tent 2 
send 1 south 2 thank 4 
shadows 2 spinach 1 then 1 
shed 1 splash 7 their 4 
! shelf 2 spot 2 there 2 
shell 1 spring 4 things 6 
shines 1 sprinkle 1 think 2 
shoes 3 squirrel 5 thought 4 
shoot 3 stand 2 through 3 
shop 2 stars 2 throw 2 
short 2 stay 5 ticket 2 
shortcake 1 steps 2 tie 1 
---IJ- *-
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Table I (Continued) 
An Alphabetical List of Words Found in Fifty First Grade 
Basal Series And Its Frequency 
Vocabu- Fre- Vocabu- Fre- Vocabu- Fre-
lary quency lary quency lary qucncy 
, tiger 2 very 12 yours 4 
, time 6 voice 4 
!; timid 1 zoom 2 
''tiptoed 2 wagged 2 
, toad 2 wagon 6 
' together 2 wait 3 
'too 6 wake 2 
tomorrow 4 walk ~ toot 1 warm 
tooth 1 wash 2 
top 2 watch 2 
towel 1 water 8 
:, town 3 waves 2 
toy-mender 1 way 3 
toys 20 wear 2 
tractor 1 wee 2 
train 21 week 2 
trailer 2 weep 1 
tramp 2 well 5 
: tricks 4 wet 7 
troll 1 wheat 1 
truck 3 wheel 3 
try ~ whistle 3 tub whole 2 
':tumbled 1 wife 2 
''tune 3 wiggle 1 ,, 
3 wind 7 'turkey 
'turn 2 window 5 
, turtle 6 win 1 
twinkle 1 winter 3 
, twins 3 wisest 1 
wish 6 
umbrella 2 woman ~ uncle 3 wood 
,, under 12 word 3 
until 2 work 12 
,,up 13 world 3 I' 2 1 ,;upon warm 
' 1upper 1 wrote 2 
i uses 2 
'I yard 5 
1
1
1 
valentine 3 year 2 
1: vegetables 5 young 2 
-#' -,_- ,-,- _-o-:.:::...::=-:.o.-_--::::_ -· 
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From the preceding list and from a list of words ta..!;:en 
,, 
,, 
1 from supplementary books submitted by Mrs, Smith, 335 nouns 
'I 
:i were selected to be used in constructing the test. The follO'I'l- : 
i! 
ing is an alphabetical list of those words: 
airplane butter doctor gas station 
, animals butterfly dog gate 
·apples button doll geese 
'arm cake dollar giant 
aunt calf donkey gingerbread 
automobile candle door glass 
ax candy doorstep glove 
baby cap dress goat 
bag car drum grandfather 
ball carriage duck grandmother 
balloons carrot dwarf grass 
banana case ground 
band cat eagle 
bahd cellar ear hair 
1
! bank chair earth harm 
bark cheese eggs ham 
I barn chickens elephant hand 
,, barnyard church elm leaf hat 
i' basket circus engine hay 
• bear city engineer head 
.: bee clock eye hen 
:, be1ls cloth hill 
1 
bicycle clouds f'ace horn 
'·bill clown fair horse 
• birds coats fairy hose 
birthday collar fall house 
blackbird conductor farm 
bluebird corn farmer ice 
boat cottage !'ather ice cream 
bone country feathers Indian 
boat cow feet iron 
bottle cradle f'ence 
box crayons field jacket 
branch cream fire jar 
bread crown fish 
breakfast cup flour key 
bricks f'oot king 
bridge daisy f'ork kitchen 
brook dandelion frog kite 
broom daughter fruit kitten 
!I brownie day knife 
i1 bug deer garage knitting 
1; bunny dinner garden 
,, 
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lady pansy shoulder uncle 
lake paper sidewalk upstairs 
lamb parade sister 
land party skin valentine 
i ,., lantern pasture sled valley 
lawn peach sleigh vegetables 
leaf penny slippers village 
leaves people smoke vine 
leg picnic snail violets 
letter pictures snake 
light pie snowball wagon 
lily pig snowdrift wall 
lip pigeon snowflake water 
lunch pillow soap weeds 
plant soldier well 
maid plate son sheel 
mail pocket soup l!'histle 
'man policeman sparrow window 
maple leaf pond spring wing 
'market pony squirrel winter 
meat poppy stable wolf 
'milk pumpkin stocking woods 
milkman puppy stone wrist 
Miss stool 
.• mitten quart store yard 
money queen storm 
' monkey stove zoo 
mother rabbit street 
motor radio sugar 
. mouse rag summer 
mountain rake sunshine 
'mouth rain sweater 
Mr. ribbon 
Mrs, ring table 
river tail 
Neck road teacher 
needle robin teeth 
nest room timble 
night rooster thread 
''nose root throat 
nurse rope tiger 
nut rose top town 
oak leaf sack train 
ocean sand tree 
orange Santa trucks 
outdoors sauce tub 
oven scooter 
turkey 
seeds turtle 
pages sheep twins 
paint shell 
pan shoes umbrella 
·-. 
" 
I! 
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,' Classification of Words 
After the selection of vocabulary it was necessary 
·~ to classify the words into experience fields, then into sub 
divisions, This classification resulted in twenty-six experi-
' ence categories as listed in Table II. 
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Table II 
Experience Fields In First Classification 
total no. 
Experience Field of words Experience Field 
total no •. ; 
of words 
' 
1. Wild animals 7 
2. Toys 16 
3. Community Helpers 8 
4. Flowers 8 
5. Fruits and Vegetables 9 
6. Food 
1· Miscellaneous 
8. Home Utensils 
9· Farm Animals 
15 
11 
,, 10. Birds 
22 
11 
11. 
·: 12. 
" 
:' 13. 
Fire Scene 
Farm Scene 
Interior of Home 
5 
7 
6 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20~ 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
City and Country 16 
Personal Belongings 39 
Fairies 8 
Meals 3 
Transportation 13 
House and Surround-
inga 11 
Seasons 10 
Nature I 8 
Nature II 7 
Nature III 25 
People 18 
Parties 5 
Circus 6 
Total 335 
-- c+ 
1: 
I 
I 
;· 
'I ,, 
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Table II shows the classification and number of 
~~ words in all of the experience fields. 
In the last classification the words were sub-divided, 
under the particular phase of the experience activity. The 
following list is the final classification of the 335 nouns 
chosen to be used in building the test. 
1. Wild Animals 
2. 
3. 
monkey 
tiger 
bear 
tail 
Toys 
ball 
carriage 
top 
balloons 
doll 
crayons 
wagon 
soldier 
elephant 
wolf 
deer 
drum 
kite 
umbrella 
horn 
whistle 
scooter 
bells 
sled 
Community Helpers 
farmer milkman 
nurse policeman 
teacher doctor 
mail paint 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Flowers 
rose violet 
daisy lily 
pansy poppy 
dandelion ,weed 
Fruits ~ Vegetables 
apple pumpkin 
fruit banana 
peach orange 
carrot corn 
vegetables 
Foods 
bread pie cheese 
nut eggs ham 
butter meat cream 
milk flour sugar 
soup candy 
gingerbread 
::- -
:r-
Farm Animals 
rabbit mouse 
calf' puppy 
hen oat 
kitten rooster 
pony chickens wall room 
donkey horse cellar upstairs 
dog pig garage kitchen 
geese cow 4. City and Country 
bunny duck bank road 
turkey lamb store f'arm 
goat sheep church field 
10. Birds sidewalk zoo 
robin eagle birds street market 
pigeon tail hill city 
blackbirds wing village town 
bluebird f'eathers cottage country 
sparrow bill 5. Personal Belongings 
SCENES clothes hair 
1. Fire Scene pocket feet 
fire wheel button jacket 
mo'bor smoke ear teeth 
engine nose mitten 
head lip 
throat dress 
hose hat 
6. 
7. 
mouth 
collar 
stocking 
leg 
eye 
bone 
sweater 
coats 
cap 
shoes 
ribbon 
hand 
arm 
foot 
face 
wrist 
glove 
boat 
neck 
ring 
shoulder 
skin 
slippers 
Fairies 
giant brovmie 
f'airy king 
dwarf' queen 
bridge crown 
Meals 
lunch dinner 
breakf'ast 
8. Transportation 
boat bus 
bicycle automobile 
conductor car 
engineer trucks 
train airplane 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
28. 
clouds gas station · 
land 
House and Surrounding$ 
roof fence 
gate vine 
window door 
yard doorstep 
lavm house 
garden 
Seasons 
summer snowflakes 
spring snowdrift 
fall snov1ball 
winter sleigh 
ice outdoors 
Nature I 
oak leaf bug 
elm leaf bee 
maple leaf snake 
butterfly snail 
Nature II 
bark shell 
turtle squirrel 
fish nest frog 
29. 
13. Nature !!.! 15. Parties 
mountain cake people 
valley lake birthday picnic 
watch stone party 
earth sunshine 16. Circus 
pond day fair clown 
brook night circus ice cream 
river storm parade band 
rain tree 
leaves woods 
grass leaf 
., 
' 
., 
shore branch 
II ground plant 
sand 
ocean 
' 14. PeoJ2le 
aunt sister 
uncle Mr. 
son Mrs. 
daughter grandmother 
mother 'tx'andfather 
father twins 
man maid 
lady Miss 
baby Santa 
i 
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Misses Hefler and Waters used the precedins words in 
building a multiple choice test which consisted entirely of 
pictures that had been drawn and mimeographed for each word 
to be tested. Only five children were tested at a time and 
each child was given a mimeographed sheet with pictures on 
it. As the teacher called a word the pupils were to point 
to the picture for that word and as each child pointed to 
the picture the correct and incorrect responses were recorded 
on sheets of paper beside the child's name. 
The test was given to thirty first grade negro 
pupils in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, an industrial city 
with 13,000 or more children. Their previous test records 
show that they are average and below in abilities. Their 
economic and social backgrounds are below average. The 
parents of these children on a whole, are poor with meager 
educational backgrounds; their occupations being chiefly 
confined to factory and domestic work. 
These children entered school at the age of six 
years or more with relatively little kindergarten training. 
The test was given in February and at that time the pupils 
had done a half year's work in the first grade and was fairly 
well acquainted with testing programs. 
The results of the test are shovm in Chapter III, 
Analysis of data. 
30. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALY3IS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed for experience words in 
fifty basal reading systems of first grade books that child-
ren may have difficulty in comprehending. 
The vocabulary used in the test was taken from first · 
grade basal readers and first grade supplementary books. 
A multiple choice picture test was given to thirty first 
grade negro pupils in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, an 
industrial city of 13,000 or more children. The responses 
were recorded as the test was being given and sex differences 
were noted. There were eleven boys and 19 girls who partici-
pated in the test. The following table shows the per cent 
of children familiar with the words in each field. 
,, 
31. 
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Table III 
Combined Percentage Of Boys And Girls Word 
Word Knowledge In Various Experience Fields 
No. of 
Classification Pupils 30 
Fruits and Vegetables 
Toys 
Miscellaneous 
Farm Animals 
Community Helpers 
Home Utensils 
Transportation 
Circus 
Wild Animals 
Parties 
House and Surroundings 
Farm Scene 
Personal Belongings 
Food 
Meals 
Birds 
Fire Scene 
, City and Country 
People 
Nature II 
Interior of :Home 
Fairies 
Nature I 
Flowers 
Nature III 
Seasons 
Per cent 
Knowing the Words 
99~62 
99.37 
97.87 
97.72 
95.83 
95.28 
93.05 
91.11 
90.47 
90.00 
89.39 
88.57 
85.29 
79.11 
77.77 
76.96 
74.00 
72.25 
72.22 
69.52 
69.44 
65.00 
62.08 
,50.41 
41.73 4o.oo 
This table shows the per cent of children knowing 
the meaning of the words in each experience field. The field of 
Fruits and Vegetables was the most familiar to the group 
(99.62%), the lowest being Seasons with 4o.oo%. 
To determine what group excelled the other in word 
knowledge sex differences were noted. Separate percentages 
The results are shovm in II for boys and girls were recorded. 
- lhocTt:t_J:l:l,~ ___ r_y ~- - -
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Table IV 
Percentage Of Boys And Girls Word 
Knowledge in Various Experience Fields 
Classification 
total no. 
of boys 11 
Community Helpers 
Flowers 
toys 
Wild animals 
Fruits and Vegetables 
Food 
Miscellaneous 
Home Utensils 
Farm Animals 
Birds 
Fire Scene 
Farm Scene 
Interior of Home 
City and Country 
Personal Belongings 
Fairies 
Meals 
Transportation 
House and Surroundings 
Seasons 
Nature I 
Nature II 
Nature III 
People 
Parties 
Circus 
Per cent of 
Boys knowing 
words 
97.72 
28./.i-O 
99.43 
90.90 
98.98 
94.40 
95.86 
94.23 
98.34 
75.20 
78.18 
88.31 
71.21 
75.00 
76.45 
60.22 
75.75 
92.30 
86.77 
38.18 
62.f.O 
717/ ~[:14 
90.90 
93.93 
total no. 
of girls 
19 
Per cent 
of Girls 
Knowing 
Words 
94.73 
63.15 
99.34 
90.22 
99.41 
83.85 
99.04 
95.89 
97.36 
77.99 
71.57 
88.72 
68 .I~2 
76.97 
90.41 
67.76 
78.94 
93.52 
po.9o 
41.05 
61.8L~ 
68.42 
4o.84 
76.90 
89.47 
89.47 
Table IV shows the per cent of boys and girls 
knowing the meaning of the words in the various fields. 
Flowers is the only field where there is noticeable differ-
ence between boys and girls. 
-=_::---=~-= 
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In order to show more clearly which words caused 
difficulty and the ones which were most familiar to the 
children the 335 test words are listed below under their 
respective fields. 
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Table V 
i 
Analysis Of Word Difficulties 
li 
!! total per cent Per cent Boys Per cent Girls 
:I Vocabulary knowing words knowing words knowing words 
I' II 
,t 
Wild Animals 
monkey 100.00 100.00 100.00 
' tigers 100.00 100.00 100.00 ,, 
I elephant 100.00 100.00 100.00 
" wolf 46.66 45.45 47-~6 ( 
' !I bear 90~00 90.90 8~. 7 
deer 96.66 100.00 9 .73 
tail 100.00 100.00 100.00 
!I ~ I ed 100.00 100.00 100.00 
ball 100.00 100.00 100.00 
top 100.00 100.00 100.00 
carriage 100.00 100.00 100.00 
balloon 100.00 1oo.oo 100.00 
i 
drum 1oo.oo 100.00 100.00 
kite 100.00 100.00 100.00 
,' 
umbrella 100.00 100.00 100.00 ! ~ 
horn 96~66 100.00 94.73 
doll 100.00 100.00 100.00 
whistle 93.33 90.90 9L~. 73 
crayons 100.00 100.00 100.00 
scooter 100.00 100.00 100.00 
wagon 100.00 100.00 100.00 
bells 100.00 100.00 100.00 
:! soldier 100.00 100.00 100.00 
i'l Community Helpers 
94.73 I, farmer 96.66 100.00 
il nurse 93.33 90.90 9~.7~ 
',I teacher 83.33 90.00 7 .9 
il mail 96~52 100.00 94.73 
milkman 100.00 100.00 100.00 
policeman 100.00 100.00 100.00 
,, doctor 96.66 100.00 94.73 
II paint 100.00 100.00 100.00 I 
"" 
Flowers 5L~.54 rose 83.33 100.00 
daisy 50.00 27.27 63.15 
i 53.33 36.36 63.15 
I' pansy 
II 
dandelion ~3.33 9.09 47.36 
violets o.oo 36.36 42.10 
,j lHY~ __ o.oo 27.27 78.94 H -- ' -- =='2'2:60~ ~-=-- .:-=:.-~-:-::-. ===--=- 0 42;10 - ·: 7"~--"'--::_ 
I poppy • II weeks 56.66 36.36 68.42 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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:: Table V (Continued) Analysis of Word Difficulties 
Vocabulary 
total per cent 
knowing words 
'' Fruits and Vegetables 
apple- lOO .oo 
banana 100.00 
carrot 100.00 
pumpkin 100.00 
peach 100.00 
corn 100.00 
fruit 100.00 
orange 96.66 
vegetables 96.66 
Food 
~ead 9u.oo 
nut 9J.33 
I butter 70.00 
I milk 86.66 !, soup 83.33 ,, 
I' pie 96.66 ,I ,, 100.00 eggs 
meat 86.66 
flour 93.33 
candy 1oo.oo 
cheese ~6.66 
ham 6.66 
cream 73.33 
sugar 83.33 
gingerbread 46.16 
Miscellaneous 
dollar 100.00 
bricks 100.00 
valentine 100.00 
Indian 100.00 
letter 100.00 
penny 100.00 
knitting 100.00 
paper 86~6~ 
seeds 96.6 
money 96.66 
pages 96.66 
Per cent Boys 
knowing Vl·ords 
100.00 
1oo.oo· 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
lOO.UO 
90.90 
90.90 
90.90 
54.54 
90.90 
81.81 
90.90 
100.00 
72.72 
90.90 
100.00 
36.36 
18.18 
54.54 
63.33 
36.36 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
72.72 
90.90 
100.00 
90.90 
Per cimt Girls 
knowing words 
100.00 
100~00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
94.73 
100.00 
8~ .L~7 
9 -7~ 7 .9 
84.1 
84.16 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
94.73 
100.00 
36.84 
6~.15 8 .16 
94.73 
52.63 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
94.73 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
36. 
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Table V (Continued) Analysis of Word Difficulties 
,, total per cent Per cent BOys Per cent Girls :1 
t' Vocabulary knowing words knovling words knowing words 
,, 
!' ~I 
li'arm Animals 
il ---rii"bbit 100.00 100~00 100.00 
I calf 73.33 63.63 78.94 ,. 
hen 100.00 100.00 100.00 
ki,tten 100.00 100.00 100.00 
pony 90.00 100.00 84~21 donkey 90.00 100.00 84.21 dog 100.00 100.00 100.00 
geese 96~66 lOO.uO 94.73 
bunny 100~00 100.00 100.00 
turkey 100.00 100~00 100.00 
goat 1oo.oo 100~00 100.00 
mouse 100.00 100.00 100.00 
puppy 100.00 100.00 100.00 
cat 100.00 100.00 100.00 
rooster 100.00 100.00 100.00 
chickens 100.00 100.00 100.00 
horse 100.00 100.00 100.00 ~I pig 100.00 100.00 100.00 
cow 100.00 100.00 100.00 
duck 100.00 100.00 100.00 
lamb 100.00 100.00 100.00 
sheep 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Birds 
robin 90.00 81.81 94.73 
pigeon 6o~oo 4g.4g 68.~ blackbird 66.66 5 .5 73. 8 
bluebird ~~:~ 63.63 68.~ sparrow 27.27 73. 8 
eagle 56.66 72.72 ~7·a6 
·: tail 76.66 90.90 B. 2 
l' wings so.oo 90.90 73.68 
11 feathers 100.00 1oo.oo 100.00 !i bill 93.33 100.00 89.47 i; 
birds 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Home Utensils 
---rub 100.00 100.00 100.00 
plate 100.00 100.00 100.00 
cup 100.00 100.00 100.00 
glass 100.00 100.00 100.00 
basket 100~00 100.00 100.00 
candle 100~00 100.00 100.00 
" 
box 96.66 90.90 100.00 
' ~----··-' ~--Jh·.···= ·-· • ·-c::--.::.-.:::..,_· ~- ·-_- c:-.• ..o--_- --_--::--
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Table V (Continued) Analysis of Word Difficulties 
total per cent Per cent Boys Per cent Girls 
Vocabulary 
Home Utensils 
-right 
bottle 
fork 
knife 
broom 
sack 
jar 
iron 
pan 
saucer 
soap 
cloth 
lantern 
bag 
case 
rag 
quart 
pictures 
chair 
I. table 
i ~ shovel 
rake 
key 
thread 
needle 
thimble 
stool 
clock 
rope 
ax 
radio 
pillow 
oven 
cradle 
Fire Scene 
-rire 
motor 
engine 
wheel 
smoke 
,_J ~.C. 
,j 
It 
I ,, 
II 
II 
knowing words 
(Continued) 
100.00 
100.00 
100~00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
66.66 
76.66 
93~33 
66.66 
83.33 
83.33 
90.00 
90.00 
100,00 
100~00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100 .oo 
~6.66 
3o33 
66.66 
30.00 
83.33 
100.00 
90.00 
knowing words knowing \'lOrds 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100,00 100.00 
63.63 68.42 
72.72 78.~4 
100.00 89. 7 
54.5!~ ~i!:~ 81.81 
63.63 94.43 
90.90 8G. 1 
100,00 8 .21 
100,00 100.00 
100,00 100.00 
100<.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100,00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100,00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100,00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
100,00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 
luo.oo 100.00 
63.63 84.21 
81.81 84.21 
63.63 68.42 
36.36 26.31 
90.90 78.94 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 84.21 
----------
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Table V (Continued) Analysis of Word Difficulties 
total per cent Per cent BOys Per cent Girls 
Vocabular::z: knowins; words knowi!!,S words knowing words 
i Farm Scene 
hay 1oo.oo 100.00 100.00 
wagon 100~00 100.00 100.00 
barn 100.00 100.00 100.00 
pasture 60.00 27.27 78.94 
animals 93.33 100.00 89:.94 
stable !:13.33 90.90 78.94 
well 83~33 100.00 73.68 
Interior of Home 
wall -- 80.00 81.81 78.94 
cellar 13.33 9.09 1.5 .78 
garage 8o.oo 100.00 68.42 
room 93.33 100.00 89.47 
upstairs 90.00 72.72 100.00 
kitchen 6o.oo 63.63 57.89 
Circus 
fair loo.oo 100.00 100.00 
circus 83.33 100.00 73.68 
parade 93.33 100.00 8~.47 
clown 93.33 90.90 9 .7~ ice cream 76.66 72.72 7 .9 
band 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Ci~y and Country 
a~ 23.33 0 36.84 
store 100~00 100.00 100.00 
church 100.00 100.00 100.00 
sidewalk 100.00 100.00 100.00 
street 93.33 100.00 8~.47 hill 93.33 90.90 9 ·7~ 
village 33.33 27.27 3 .8 
cottage 63.33 .54 • .54 68.42 
road 93.33 100.00 89.47 
farm 73.33 90.90 6~ .1.5 field 83.33 81.81 8 .21 
zoo ;;o.oo 63.63 42.10 
market 90.00 81.81 9tt· 73 
city 86.66 90.90 8 .21 
town 66.66 54 • .54 73.68 
country 70.00 63.63 73.68 
- .::::..::=-- --- . - :: --.. - -·---------·--
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Table V (Continued) Analysis of Word Difficulties 
il 
'l!otal per cent Per cent Boys Per cent Girls I• I 
I' Vocabulary knowing words knowing words kn01v ing words I ,, 
! Personal Belonsinss 
I 
·I clothes 90.00 72.72 10b.00 
'·' pocket 66.66 36.36 84.21 
button 83.33 81.81 84.21 
ear 83.33 81.81 84.21 
nose 93.33 90.90 94.73 
head 100.00 100.00 100.00 
hair 100,00 100.00 100.00 jacket 80.00 I 81.81 78.94 
teeth 80.00 63.63 84.94 
mitten 70.00 45-~"5 8 .21 
lip 66.66 4,.4t 78.94 throat 73.33 5 .s 84.21 
mouth 100.00 100.00 100.00 
collar 90.00 81.81 94-u hose 50.00 18,18 68. 
stockings 70.00 45.45 84.21 
leg 83.33· 81.81 84.21 
eye 100.00 100.00 100.00 
bone 86.63 72.72 94.73 
sweater 93.33 81.81 100.00 
coats 93.33 81.81 100.00 
cap 93.33 100.00 89.47 
shoes 100.00 100.00 100.00 
ribbon 96.66 90.90 100.00 
dress 90.00 81.81 94.7~ 
hat 76.66 ~2-72 78.9 
hand 90.00 1.81 9~-73 
arm 96.66 100,00 9 -7~ foot 70~00 54.54 7 .9 
face 100.00 100.00 100.00 
wrist 6o.oo 45.45 68.42 
gloves 86.66 81.81 89.44 
boot 86.66 100.00 78.9 
neck 100.00 100.00 100~00 
ring 80~00 54.54 94.73 
shoulder 100.00 100.00 100.00 
skin 83.33 54.51~ 100.00 
slippers 93.33 100.00 89.47 
· -- o·t:-·o-
Table V (Continued) Analysis of Word Difficulties 
Vocabulary 
Total per cent 
knowing words 
House and Surroundings 
roof--- 76.66 
gate 83.33 
window 100.00 
yard 100.00 
lawn 66.66 
fence 100.00 
vine 66.66 
door 100.00 
doorstep 100.00 
house 100 .oo 
garden 90.00 
:,'I' Meals lunch 
fl breakfast 
66.66 
86.66 
8o.oo !, 
ii 
!, 
dinner 
Trans;ortation 
boa 
bicycle 
conductor 
engineer 
train 
clouds 
land 
bus 
automobile 
car 
trucks 
airplane 
gas station 
Seasons 
summer 
spring 
fall 
winter 
ice 
snowflake 
snowdrift 
snowball 
sleigh 
outdoors 
100.00 
100.00 
83.33 
83.33 
100.00 
100.00 
5o.oo 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
93.33 
30.00 
16.66 
16.66 
30~00 
13.33 
66.66 
3~33 
73.33 
5o.oo 
100.00 
Per cent Boys 
lmowing words 
81.81 
90.90 
100.00 
100.00 
36.36 
100.00 
63.63 
100.00 
100.00 
1oo.oo 
81.81 
63.63 
81.81 
81.81 
100.00 
100.00 
90.90 
90.90 
1oo.oo 
100.00 
36.36 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
81.81 
18.18 
18.18 
18.18 
18.18 
0 
81.81 
0 
63.63 
63.63 
100.00 
Per cent Girls 
lmowing words 
73.68 
78.94 
100.00 
100.00 
84.21 
100.00 
68.42 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
94.73 
100.00 
100.00 
78.94 
78.94 
100.00 
100.00 
57.89 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
36.84 
15.78 
15.78 
36.84 
21.05 
57.89 
5.26 
78.94 
42.10 
100.00 
. ~-
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" 'i I Table V {Continued) Analysis or Word Difficulties 
Total per cent Per cent Boys Per cent Girls 
Vocabulary knowing words knowing words knowing words 
Peo;ele 
aunt 66.66 27.27 42.10 
uncle 46.66 27.27 57.89 
son 33.33 36.36 31.57 
daughter 23.33 18.18 26.,1 
mother 83.33 72.72 84. 7 
rather 76.66 63.63 8 .21 
man 100.00 100.00 100.00 
lady 93.33 81.81 100.00 
baby 83.33 90.90 78.94 
sister 93.33 63~63 94.73 
Mr. 90.00 81.81 94.73 
Mrs. 90.00 72.72 lOb.oo 
grandmother 86.66 72.72 94.73 
grandfather 86~66 90.90 84.21 
twins 83.33 42.72 8~:~~ 
' maid 63.33 5.1~5 :i 
miss 4o.oo 36.36 42.10 
Santa 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Parties 
cal{e 100.00 100.00 100.00 
birthday 90.00 81.81 9~-p 
party 70.00 72.72 6 .+2 
people 96.66 100.00 94.K3 
picnic 93.33 100.00 89. 7 
Fairies 
giant 100.00 100.00 100.00 
fairy 66.66 t5-fr5 78.94 dwarf 43.33 5. 5 42.10 
bridge 83.33 1.81 84.21 
bro;mie 70.00 72.72 68.~ 
king 56.66 63.63 52. ~ 
queen 73-33 63.63 78.9 
crovm 26.66 9.09 36.84 
Nature I 26.31 oak leaf 26.66 27.27 
elm leaf 30.00 18.18 36.84 
maple lear 33.33 27.27 36.84 
butterrly 100.00 100.00 100.00 
bug ~3.33 27.27 36.84 
bee 86.66 100.00 78.94 
snake 100.00 100.00 100.00 
snail 86.66 100.00 78.94 
" 
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\: Table V (Continued) Analysis of Word Difficulties 
Vocabulary 
Nature II 
bark-
turtle 
fish 
shell 
squirrel 
nest 
frog 
If Nature III 
mountain 
valley 
water 
earth 
pond 
brook 
river 
rain 
leaves 
grass 
shore 
ground 
sand 
ocean 
lake 
stone 
sunshine 
day 
night 
storm 
tree 
woods 
leaf 
branch 
plant 
Total per cent 
lmawing words 
6.66 
46.66 
100.00 
4o.oo 
100.00 
100.00 
93.33 
56.60 
0 
4o.oo 
4
23.33 
o.oo 
20.00 
70.00 
86.66 
26.66 
63.33 
6.66 
40~06 
16.66 
33.33 
26.66 
20.00 
26.66 
36.66 
90.00 
33.33 
100.00 
93.33 
40.00 
10.00 
43.33 
Per oent Boys 
lmowing words 
18.18 
27.27 
100.00 
54.54 100.00 
100.00 1oo.oo 
63.63 
0 
72.72 
27.27 
18.18 
27.27 
63.63 
72.72 
18.18 
72•72 
9.09 
27.27· 
9.09 
36.36 
18.18 
9.09 
36.36 
27.27 
90.90 
18.18 
100.00 
100.00 
45.1+5 
0 
27.27 
Per cent Girls 
lmowing words 
0 
57.89 
100.00 
31.57 
100.00 
100.00 
89.lq 
52.63 
0 
21.05 
21.05 
52.63 
15.78 
7;3.68 
94.73 
31.57 
5'7.69 
5.26 
47.36 
21.05 
31.57 
31.57 
26.31 
21.05 
42.10 
~~.47 
'+"'•10 
100.00 
89.474-36.8 
15.78 
52.63 
Table V lists the total per cent of the children 
lmowing each word, boys and girls separate, and the phase 
1'1 of experience field under which each word is found. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In summarizing this study it is necessary to review 
its purpose, which was to find out what background experi-
ences are necessary for first grade children to insure success 
in the initial reading program. 
The vocabulary used for the study was taken from 
books which first grade pupils will use in their beginning 
reading program. 
From these books 697 words were found which a first 
grade child might have difficulty in comprehending. From this 
list 335 nouns were chosen and classified into twenty-six 
experience fields. A multiple choice test using pictures was 
given. 
The data were analyzed to find: 
1. Relative order of difficulty of the 335 words 
tested. 
2. Relative order of difficulty of the twenty-six 
experience fields. 
3. Comparison of boys and girls word knowledge. 
CONCLUSION 
In analyzing the relative order of difficulty of words 
the following results were found: 
1. The words in the fields of foys, Fruits and 
Vegetables, Miscellaneous, Farm Animals, 
44. 
Community Helpers and Home Utensils, were known 
by 90 per cent or more of the children. 
2. The most difficult words were found in the fields 
of Flowers, Seasons and Nature. 50 per cent or 
less of the group was familiar with the words. 
3. Valley was the only word not kno>~ by any in the 
group. 
In analyzing the relative order of difficulty in the 
1
1 
experience fields the following results were found: 
I 
' 
1. The fields of Fruits and Vegetables and Toys were 
the most familiar to the group. 
2. The most difficult were the fields of Flowers 
and Nature. 
'i In analyzing the comparison of boys and girls in the 
I 
:1 experience fields the following results were noted: 
II 
lj 
1 •. Out of 26 experience fields the only group that 
showed any significant difference in favor of the 
girls was Flowers. 
2. Out of 335 words there vrere only five which had 
significant differences in favor of the girls. 
3. There was no essential difference existing between 
the word comprehension of boys and girls. 
The results of this test show that first grade basal 
readers provide a fair degree of material related to children's 
experiences, but a program of word enrichment in the field of 
45. 
46. j 
nature could be heightened with the increased use of 
supplementary books. 
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